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Axolotl!
celebrate

National Science Day at the 92nd Street Y with zoologist-turned-author Jess Keating!
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SHOW OFF YOUR CREATIVE SKILLS!
COLOR YOUR OWN AXOLOTL Doodle, OR FILL IT WITH PATTERNS!

FOR PRINTABLES, RESOURCES, AND MORE, VISIT WWW.JESSKEATING.COM OR TWEET: @JESS_KEATING
‘CUTE AS AN AXOLOTL’ IS AVAILABLE AUGUST 28, 2018!
What's your CUTIE PIE name?

#1 BIRTH MONTH:
Jan: ..................Cuddles
Feb: ..................Twinkle
Mar: ..................Mister
Apr: .................Commander
May: ..................Master
June: ..................Toodles
July: ..................Rosy
Aug: .................Count
Sept: ..................Bubbles
Oct: ..................Gumdrops
Nov: ..................Giggles
Dec: ..................Pom-Pom

#3 DATE OF BIRTH:
1-7: ............The Schmoopiest
8-15: ..............The Third
16-21: ............Atlanticus
22-27: ..........The Adorable
28-31: .........The Resplendent

#2 FIRST LETTER OF FIRST NAME:
A-E: ..................Schmoopy
F-J: ..................Dik-Dik
K-O: ..................Twinkle
P-T: ..................Quokka
U-Z: ..................Lovebird
My Favorite Cutie!

Draw your cutest critter here!
ANIMAL AWARD
Winners
(chosen by you!)

Decorate and color your ribbons and use them as bookmarks on your favorite pages!

MOST UNEXPECTED ANIMAL!
MY FAVORITE FACT!
MY FAVORITE CREATURE
MY
FAVORITE
CREATURE
STAY CURIOUS!
KEEP READING!

www.jesskeating.com/printables
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